
IMPORANT NOTES TO AUTHORS OF DRYING TECHNOLOGY

Authors are requested to note the following important changes to the requirements of
manuscripts submitted to this journal effective immediately. These instructions override
any other instructions contained elsewhere.

• Technical Notes (short papers not including final analysis or interpretation that
deserves archival publication) and Letters to Editor will no longer be considered
for review and publication in this journal. Papers providing limited data (e.g.,
sorption, drying kinetics) without engineering analysis and extensive original
contribution are not accepted for publication. Unsolicited manuscripts cannot be
returned to authors. The Editor’s decision is final in this matter.

• Please be sure to collect all figures, tables and other artwork (no color pictures) at
the end of the manuscript. Do not embed them in text. Do not leave blank space
for figures, tables, etc. Lettering size in figures must be such that it will print well
after reduction to journal size (11.5 cm×16.5 cm). Append lists of captions of
figures and tables on separate pages. Two hard copies and one soft copy (Word
preferred, not pdf files) must be submitted once the paper is finally accepted.
Authors must demonstrate familiarity with earlier publications in Drying
Technology via appropriate citations. This is a requirement.

• Only comprehensive original papers of archival interest and with near or long
term value in industrial drying processes, as well as papers dealing with drying
science are invited. Sometimes, although the work is not directly on drying per se,
the results may have important implications in drying science, engineering or
technology. Such papers will be considered for peer review.

• Manuscripts meet the format and quality requirements spelled out in detail in this
journal and available on the webpage: www.geocities.com/as_mujumdar. This
URL should be visited for latest requirements as some changes are necessary from
time to time to enhance the quality, usefulness and impact of the journal.

• All authors must sign the copyright transfer form and each final submission of
manuscript must include the transfer form as well as the Author Check-list, both
of which are available for downloading from the URL noted above.

Strict adherence to the amended guidelines will ensure speedy review and timely
publication of your manuscript. Manuscripts not meeting the requirements are subject to
rejection at the preliminary assessment stage.
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